
A journey by ZILLI

Renowned for their unrivalled knowledge of working exotic skins, ZILLI has once again pushed the boundaries of creativity 
by offering their frequent flyers a collection that is as attractive as it is luxurious.
 
Customers asked for a garment bag, and after over a year of research and development ZILLI has created one that is 
lightweight, manageable and, of course, elegant. Made from the latest generation of aluminium; strong, lightweight and 
guaranteed to keep its shape, an internal bar supports the removable black anodized aluminium hangers. Easy to open, 
thanks to a simple push system, this garment bag can be hung by an ingenious system of hooks and brass chains. Both a 
handle and a leather shoulder strap with snap hooks mean that it can be hand carried or worn over the shoulder.
Available in black crocodile with a wax feel, this garment bag combines four skins, cut by the ZILLI craftsmen through the 
centre and taking into account the size, the lay and the shine of the scales. This geometric perfection is further highlighted 
by the ultimate finishing touches: tone-on-tone lambskin panels that echo the lines of the ZILLI ingot, and luxurious 
interior details: magnetized crocodile f lap, crocodile-lined zip and a water-repellent soft silk lining.

For the summer 2015 a new version of this garment bag has been produced in ultramarine calfskin nubuck with contrasting 
orange lambskin, finished with matching lacquered metal details.

With a made-to-measure service available, this garment bag can be personalized to match a favourite jacket.

the finest garment for men in the world



One and a half year of research have gone into the “Pietro” cabin trolley, again in response to customer demand. Made from 
Stardust calfskin, the exclusive leather grain launched by ZILLI featuring a micro-pattern of ingots that form tiny sequins, 
this elegant range of luggage is available in deep black, navy blue and timeless brown. Dyed to offer maximum scratch 
resistance, the leather has ultramarine f lecks that pick up the lines on the iconic ingot.
The metal finishing touches (zip with a padlock signed ZILLI, feet, rivets, buckles and press buttons in palladium coated 
brass) are elegant, and the range is easy to use.
A telescopic handle can be adapted to push or pull the luggage, which is supported by high-performance, silent wheels.
Just as high-performance is the interior space, which has a Triptyque jacquard-print silk lining in sand, ultramarine or 
carmine. There are three well-designed essential zip compartments in different sizes, and three removable water-repellent 
Triptyque compartments for optimum storage (shirts, toiletry bag, …). A clever f lap cover has an adjustable strap: it ensures 
that everything stays in place, and offers a certain privacy when going through security checks. 
A protective cover can be used with the trolley bag, not only to protect it but to make it anonymous, if necessary.
The « Pietro» trolley is available upon request in crocodile with a wide range of colours. 
 
For a romantic getaway or a business trip, the ZILLI Doctor Bag is already a classic. For the first time this Spring-Summer 
2015 it has been produced with a combination of materials. The “Ludovic” is available in ultramarine crocodile and calfskin 
nubuck, and is soft to the touch. Signature details are elegant: lacquered blue rivets, ingot-patterned straps and calfskin 
details, interior featuring contrasting ultramarine stitching. A printed water-repellent silk lining and four f lat pocket 
compartments make this the ultimate accessory when travelling with the essentials.
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